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DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF GkZA FREUD 
If Z is an interval in iw we define an operator S, by setting (S,f)^ = 31, L 
where f denotes the Fourier transform of J Let (Zk)F be a sequence of dis- 
joint intervals and set 
m-x) = (F lS,,/(xi12)’ *. 
Rubio de Francis [2] has proved the following theorem 
THEOREM A. Assume rhat 2 d p < co. Then there exists a constant C, 
such that 
(1) 
It is also proved that C, may be chosen independently of the sequence 
(Zk);U. We shall give here an alternative proof of the basic inequality in the 
proof of (1). 
A reduction argument in [2] shows that in proving the theorem one 
may assume that 
(2) 
We let (Zk)y be a sequence satisfying (2) and let (I$), denote the intervals Z 
in the sequence which satisfy 2” < )I[ < 2k + ‘, k E Z. Choose integers n{ such 
that n’,2k E Z{. Then choose a function cp in the Schwartz class Y such that 
4,(t) = 1, 151 < 2, and @,(i;) = 0, 141 >, 3, where 
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We then set q{(x) = 2kq(2k~) ei2n2k4x so that 
We define operators G and M, by setting 
112 
Gftx)= c Id *f(x)l’ 
i k.j > 
and 
M,f(x) = C~wwll”y~ ldq<x, 
where A4 denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. The main step 
in the proof in [2] is the inequality 
(Gf)#(x) d CM,f(x)> (3) 
which is proved for every bounded function f with compact support. Here 
(Gf )” denotes the sharp maximal function of Gf (see Fefferman and Stein 
Cl]). 
We shall give here an alternative proof of (3). Let 1, denote an interval 
and assume that x0 E Z,. We have to prove that 
&I IGf(x)-(Gf),,I dx,<CM,f(x,), 
0 10 
(4) 
where we use the notation 
1 
R/‘lI( ,dx. I 
It is clearly suflicient to prove that there exists a constant a = a(~,, I,, f) 
such that 
&j IGf(x)-aldx,<CM,f(x,). 
0 In 
(5) 
We now fix x0 and 1, and prove (5). First let k, be determined by the 
inequality 2-k0- ’ < 11, (d 2- ko. Then write f =g + h, where g =fx2,,,. We 
shall prove that (5) holds with 
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Using the triangle inequality in Z*, we obtain 
(Gf(x) - al < IGf(x) - GA(x)1 + (GA(x) - a( < Gg(x) 
where 
= A(x) + B(x) + C(x), 
F;(x) = j 2k(cp(2 k.x - 2ky) - cp(2kXo - 2ky)) e -i2”*k”lk%(y) dy. 
Invoking the Plancherel theorem we conclude that 
&j 
112 112 
II01 
0 lo 
dx) 1’2 G ‘342.0x0), (6) 
since CI((p{)j2 < C. 
We shall now estimate B(x). We first set Ji= [f2-k-1, 12-k-’ +2-k] 
for I E E, k E Z. Then choose II/: E C?(R) such that supp It/i is contained in 
the interior of J’, C, $k = 1, and 
IDm+:KC,Jkm, m = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
We now assume that k 2 k, + 3 and x E Zo. We have 
I& * h(x)\ = j 2k~(2k~ - 2ky) e -Rn2kn’kyh( y) dy 
= 7 
I j 
s 2*q(2*~-2~y).-““*“““$~(y)h(y)dy~. 
k 
Expansion in Fourier series yields 
cp(2kx - 2ky) l):(y) = 1 a,(x, I) ei2rr2kny, YEJ:, 
n 
where 
a,(~, 1)=2”[/ ~g(2~x-2~~) I++;(Y) c-‘*“~~“~ dy. 
k 
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where 
c,(h, JL) = 2k lJi e --2r*k%( y ) dy. 
If JL c 21, then h vanishes on JL and if Ji G! 21, we integrate by parts and 
obtain 
IqwkX - ZkY) 4uY)114 
2k 
<c- 
s 
1 1 
n2 JI 2=1x4 
2dy<C 
n222kd(x,, J:)” 
n#O, XEZ,, 
since Ix-y( g2- k”-3 for y E J:. Here d(x,, J) denotes the distance between 
x0 and J. 
A similar estimate holds for n = 0 and we therefore have 
1 
Jan(x’ ‘)I ” (1 + n2) 22k dtxo, J;)” 
for JL Ct 21,. We now set 
Cm@, JL,= 5 ’ lc,+,,(k J:)I, 
n=-ml 
m E iZ, 
and it follows that 
Iq’k * h(x)l d ’ 7 22,qx; J, )2 Cdk(hy J:)’ 
7 k 
An application of the Schwarz inequality shows that 
We shall now use the estimate 
1 Cm(k J:,’ < C2k IAl2 dy, 
m 
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which is a consequence of the Parseval relation. We obtain 
QC s 2k 2*kJXo-yj* INv)l’dy. 
It follows that 
c IPi* 4x)12~C j 2k0 29x0 -y1* Ih(y dy 
k&3 
G C s 2k0$(2kob, -y)My)12 dy< CM(lhl*)(x,) 
$(Y) =&. 
We conclude that 
B(x) G C442”Kd XE z,. (7) 
It remains to estimate C(x) and we therefore assume k 6 k, + 2. We have 
kx - 2ky) - 442”~~ - 2ky)) @i(y) e -i2n2k’b( y) d(y) 
and arguing as above we obtain 
Ia( s c 1 Ib,(x, !)I lc,+(h, Ji)l, 
I n 
where 
Cd2 k~ - 2ky) - ~,7(2~x, - 2ky)] I,//:(Y) e - i2n2kn~ dy. 
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Integrating by parts twice and using the mean value theorem we obtain 
lb&, 01 6 zk j& j-j ID;{ [cp(2kx - 2ky) - cp(2kXo- 2ky)l IcI:(Y)}I 4 
k 
< c22k lx--O/ 
i 
1 
2 n J’, 1 + 22kJX, -yj 2 y 
d 
< CpkO 1 
n’( 1 + 22k d(x,, .Z:)2) 
for n#O, xEZ,. 
An analogous estimate holds for n = 0 and we conclude that 
1 
Ibrdx ‘)I ’ C2k - ko (1 + n2)( 1 + 22k d(x,, 3,‘) 
nE&xEZ,. 
It follows that 
and an application of the Schwarz inequality shows that 
IF$(x)l*<C22(k-ko)C 
I 
Cd(h .I’)2 
, 1 +22k d(x,, J;)’ k ’ k ’ 
Summing overj we obtain 
c @(x)1’ 6 c2*(k-ko) c l 
I 1 +22kd(xo, .I;)’ 
zk J‘ 
J 
/ IhI* dy k 
< c2*(k--ko) 
s 
2k 
1 + 27X, -y/2 lKdl* dy 
= C22(k-ko) 2k$(2k(xo-y))lh(y)12 dy s 
d C22’k - k”kf( Ifi 2)(x0). 
Hence, 
c Im412~ C~(lf12)(x,), XEZO, 
kdo+2 
and 
C(x) G CM,f(xo), XEZ,. (8) 
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Inequality (5) follows from the estimates (6), (7), and (8) and thus the 
proof of (3) is complete. 
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